Here’s to raising the bar—and protecting it.
Thank you for choosing the right siding, and backing.

You’ve purchased some of the most gorgeous, low-maintenance siding on the market. You can be confident that we back your decision to use Celect® Cellular Exteriors by Royal® with strong warranty protection.
LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

EFFECTIVE DATE:
THIS WARRANTY IS IN EFFECT FOR ALL CELECT CELLULAR EXTERIORS BY ROYAL® PRODUCTS INSTALLED AFTER 8/1/2015 (“PRODUCTS”), BUT EXCLUDES THE KYNAR AQUATEC® FINISH COATING.

TERMS:
SUBJECT TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS WARRANTY, ROYAL BUILDING PRODUCTS (USA) INC. (HEREIN ROYAL) WARRANTS TO THE HOMEOWNER THAT ITS PRODUCT(S) ARE FREE FROM MANUFACTURING DEFECTS IN MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP IF INSTALLED ACCORDING TO OUR INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS, AND WILL NOT ROT, CORRODE, SPLIT, OR CRACK, AND WILL RESIST DAMAGE TO THE PRODUCTS CAUSED BY TERMITES. THIS SECTION OF THE WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER THE KYNAR AQUATEC® FINISH COATING. WHILE YOU OWN YOUR HOME, THIS WARRANTY WILL REMAIN IN EFFECT DURING YOUR LIFETIME. IT MAY BE TRANSFERRED ONCE BY THE ORIGINAL HOMEOWNER TO A SUBSEQUENT HOMEOWNER. IN THIS EVENT, THE TERM OF THE WARRANTY IS 50 YEARS FROM DATE OF INITIAL INSTALLATION, PRORATED AS SET FORTH BELOW. THIS WARRANTY IS NOT TRANSFERABLE BY A HOMEOWNER TO A COMMERCIAL OWNER.

ROYAL RESERVES THE RIGHT TO DISCONTINUE, MODIFY OR OTHERWISE ALTER ANY OF ITS PRODUCTS, INCLUDING COLOR, WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE.

THIS WARRANTY IS MADE EXCLUSIVELY AND SPECIFICALLY TO THE PERSON(S) WHO BOTH OWNS AND CONTINUOUSLY RESIDES IN THE HOME ON WHICH THE PRODUCTS ARE INSTALLED (HEREIN “HOMEOWNER”) IF THAT PERSON IS THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER OF ROYAL’S PRODUCT(S) COVERED UNDER THIS WARRANTY OR PURCHASES DIRECTLY FROM THE BUILDER (WHO PURCHASED THE PRODUCT) A NEWLY CONSTRUCTED RESIDENCE ON WHICH THE PRODUCT IS INSTALLED.

WHERE ROYAL’S PRODUCT(S) ARE INSTALLED ON A STRUCTURE (I) NOT CONTINUOUSLY OCCUPIED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE HOMEOWNER, (II) USED FOR INCOME PRODUCING PURPOSES, OR (III) USED IN A PUBLIC OR SEMI-PUBLIC APPLICATION, SUCH AS (BUT NOT LIMITED TO) A CONDOMINIUM, APARTMENT BUILDING, HOUSE OF WORSHIP, SCHOOL, MEDICAL FACILITY, SENIOR LIVING FACILITY, GOVERNMENT BUILDING, HOTEL, ETC., THEN THE WARRANTY IS MADE SOLELY TO THE ORIGINAL OWNER OF THE STRUCTURE (“COMMERCIAL OWNER”) AND IS NOT TRANSFERABLE. THE TERM OF THE COMMERCIAL OWNER’S WARRANTY IS 50 YEARS, PRORATED BELOW.

ROYAL'S PRODUCT(S) ARE INSTALLED ON A STRUCTURE (I) NOT CONTINUOUSLY OCCUPIED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE HOMEOWNER, (II) USED FOR INCOME PRODUCING PURPOSES, OR (III) USED IN A PUBLIC OR SEMI-PUBLIC APPLICATION, SUCH AS (BUT NOT LIMITED TO) A CONDOMINIUM, APARTMENT BUILDING, HOUSE OF WORSHIP, SCHOOL, MEDICAL FACILITY, SENIOR LIVING FACILITY, GOVERNMENT BUILDING, HOTEL, ETC., THEN THE WARRANTY IS MADE SOLELY TO THE ORIGINAL OWNER OF THE STRUCTURE (“COMMERCIAL OWNER”) AND IS NOT TRANSFERABLE. THE TERM OF THE COMMERCIAL OWNER’S WARRANTY IS 50 YEARS, PRORATED BELOW.

CELECT PRODUCT PRORATION SCHEDULE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUMBER OF YEARS AFTER INSTALLATION</th>
<th>COVERED ON A PRORATED BASIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UP TO 5</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-20</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-50</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF ROYAL DETERMINES THAT ITS PRODUCT(S) HAVE A MANUFACTURING DEFECT COVERED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS WARRANTY, ROYAL WILL AT ITS OPTION, EITHER PAY TO REPAIR, REPLACE OR REFUND THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT AND REASONABLE LABOR PAID. ALL LABOR REMEDIES ARE SUBJECT TO THE PRORATION SCHEDULE ABOVE. IN THE EVENT OF REPAIR, REPLACEMENT, THE WARRANTY APPLICABLE TO THE ORIGINAL PRODUCT(S) SHALL APPLY TO THE REPAIRED, REPLACED, REFINISHED OR COATED PRODUCT AND WILL EXTEND FOR THE BALANCE OF THE ORIGINAL TERM OF THE WARRANTY PERIOD. THESE REMEDIES ARE THE SOLE REMEDIES FOR ANY DEFECT OR THE PRODUCT TO SATISFY THIS LIMITED WARRANTY.

HAIL COVERAGE:
HAIL DAMAGE IS EXCLUDED FROM WARRANTY COVERAGE. ANY HAIL DAMAGE TO YOUR ROYAL PRODUCT(S) SHOULD BE CLAIMED AGAINST ANY APPLICABLE HOMEOWNER'S INSURANCE. NEVERTHELESS, IF HAIL DAMAGE IS NOT COVERED BY APPLICABLE HOMEOWNER’S INSURANCE IT CAN BE CLAIMED UPON APPLICATION FOR WARRANTY COVERAGE AND THE PAYMENT OF $50 (FIFTY US DOLLARS) FOR WARRANTY SERVICING. THIS HAIL COVERAGE SHALL ONLY COVER REPLACEMENT MATERIAL COSTS AND NEVER ANY LABOR TO REPLACE DAMAGED PIECES OF PRODUCT. PROOF OF INSURANCE REQUIRED.

THIS WARRANTY IS GIVEN IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, LIABILITIES OR OBLIGATIONS OF ROYAL, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, EXCEPT THAT THE DURATION OF ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE LIMITED IN TIME TO THE DURATION OF THIS WARRANTY. ROYAL SHALL, IN NO EVENT BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL OR SPECIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND. YOUR EXCLUSIVE REMEDY SHALL BE ENFORCEMENT OF THIS WARRANTY UPON THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS HEREIN CONTAINED. NO REPRESENTATIVE OF ROYAL OR ITS DISTRIBUTORS OR DEALERS IS AUTHORIZED TO MAKE ANY CHANGE OR MODIFICATION TO THIS WARRANTY.
SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED WARRANTY LASTS, SO THE FOREGOING LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

LIMITATIONS:
ROYAL’S WARRANTIES COVER ONLY THE MANUFACTURING DEFECTS IDENTIFIED ABOVE AND DO NOT PROVIDE PROTECTION AGAINST ANY DAMAGE CAUSED BY OTHER FACTORS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO:

• NORMAL WEATHERING (AS DEFINED BELOW)
• UNEVEN EXPOSURE TO SUNLIGHT
• MISUSE OR NEGLIGENCE
• FAILURE TO PROVIDE REASONABLE MAINTENANCE TO PREVENT ACCUMULATION OF DIRT, MILDEW, STAINING MATERIALS, POLLUTION, EXPOSURE TO CHEMICAL PRODUCTS OR INCOMPATIBLE CLEANERS
• ALTERATIONS LIKE APPLYING INCOMPATIBLE COATINGS, STAINS OR VARNISHES (SEE TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR COMPATIBLE COATINGS IF ANY)
• IMPROPER HANDLING OR STORAGE
• DEFECTS IN THE WALL STRUCTURE (MATERIALS OR CONSTRUCTION) ON WHICH ROYAL’S PRODUCTS ARE INSTALLED WHICH CAUSE FAILURE, SUCH AS MOVEMENT, CRACKING OR SETTLING OF THE WALL, FOUNDATION OR BUILDING
• DEFORMATION CAUSED BY HIGH HEAT SOURCES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO GRILLS, FIRE PITS, FOIL SHEATHING, LOW E-GLASS WINDOWS AND LOW E-GLASS DOORS.
• DAMAGE CAUSED BY ANIMALS OR INSECTS
• IMPACT OF FOREIGN OBJECTS, HAIL, LIGHTNING, FIRE, HURRICANE, TORNADOES, OR OTHER ACTS OF GOD
• VANDALISM, INTENTIONAL DAMAGE, RIOT OR INSURRECTION

NORMAL WEATHERING IS DEFINED AS EVEN EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET SUNLIGHT AND EXTREMES OF WEATHER AND ATMOSPHERE WHICH WILL CAUSE ANY COLORED OR PAINTED SURFACE TO FADE, DARKEN, CHALK OR ACQUIRE A SURFACE ACCUMULATION OF DIRT OR STAINS. THE SEVERITY OF THESE CONDITIONS DEPENDS ON AIR QUALITY, THE GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION OF THE PROPERTY AND OTHER LOCAL CONDITIONS OVER WHICH ROYAL HAS NO CONTROL. ROYAL SHALL DETERMINE WHETHER THE SIDING IS SUFFERING FROM NORMAL WEATHERING (WHICH IS NOT COVERED BY WARRANTY). THIS CONCLUSION SHALL BE BASED ON WHETHER THE PRODUCT(S) EVIDENCES A CHANGE IN COLOR LESS THAN FOUR (4) HUNTER UNITS AS CALCULATED ACCORDING TO ASTM D2244. PRODUCT(S) MUST HAVE BEEN EXPOSED TO THE SAME WEATHERING CONDITIONS AND NOT PARTIALLY COVERED BY OTHER MATERIALS SUCH AS SHUTTERS, AWNINGS, PORTICOS, OR OTHER MATERIALS.

COLORS YEARS NORMAL DELTA-E PRORATION SCHEDULE
ALL 25 4 100%

UNEVEN EXPOSURE TO SUNLIGHT IS NOT COVERED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS WARRANTY.

WARRANTY CLAIMS PROCESS:
THE CLAIMANT SHALL PROVIDE A WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF THE CLAIMED MANUFACTURING DEFECT TOGETHER WITH ORIGINAL PROOF OF PURCHASE WITHIN 30 DAYS OF NOTICING THE DEFECT TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS:
ROYAL BUILDING PRODUCTS
91 ROYAL GROUP CRESCENT
WOODBRIDGE, ONTARIO
CANADA
L4H 1X9.
FOR INQUIRIES AND CLAIM SUBMISSIONS, PLEASE VISIT WWW.CELECTWARRANTY.COM.

THE CLAIMANT MUST PROVIDE DATE OF INSTALLATION AND PROOF OF PROPERTY OWNERSHIP. THE CLAIMANT MAY BE REQUIRED TO SUBMIT A SAMPLE OF THE DEFECTIVE MATERIALS FOR ANALYSIS. THIS SAMPLE MAY NEED TO BE REMOVED FROM THE PROPERTY AT THE PROPERTY OWNER’S EXPENSE. ROYAL WILL ANALYZE THE MATERIAL CLAIMED TO BE DEFECTIVE AND DETERMINE THE VALIDITY OF THE CLAIM.

USE AND CARE:
YOUR ROYAL PRODUCT IS A LOW MAINTENANCE PRODUCT. PLEASE REFER TO OUR USE AND CARE BROCHURE FOR THE BEST WAY TO KEEP YOUR ROYAL PRODUCT LOOKING GREAT.

THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM STATE TO STATE.
LIMITED 25 YEAR WARRANTY

EFFECTIVE DATE:
THIS WARRANTY IS IN EFFECT FOR THE KYNAR AQUATEC® FINISH COATING ON YOUR CELECT CELLULAR EXTERIORS BY ROYAL® PRODUCTS INSTALLED AFTER 8/1/2015 (“PRODUCTS”).

TERMS:
ROYAL WARRANTS THAT THE KYNAR AQUATEC® FINISH COATING WILL WEATHER NORMALLY (DEFINED BELOW) AND WILL NOT PEEL, CRACK, OR CHIP FOR 25 YEARS FROM THE ORIGINAL DATE OF INSTALLATION, SEE PRORATION SCHEDULE BELOW. THE KYNAR AQUATEC® WARRANTY IS NOT TRANSFERABLE. SHOULD ROYAL DETERMINE THAT DAMAGE TO THE FINISH COATING IS COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY, ROYAL WILL PROVIDE REPLACEMENT COATING AND ROYAL’S MAXIMUM LIABILITY FOR COATING LABOR SHALL NOT EXCEED $1 PER SQUARE FOOT, PRORATED.

ROYAL WARRANTS THAT THE KYNAR AQUATEC® FINISH COATING WILL WEATHER NORMALLY (DEFINED BELOW) AND WILL NOT PEEL, CRACK, OR CHIP FOR 25 YEARS FROM THE ORIGINAL DATE OF INSTALLATION, SEE PRORATION SCHEDULE BELOW. THE KYNAR AQUATEC® WARRANTY IS NOT TRANSFERABLE. SHOULD ROYAL DETERMINE THAT DAMAGE TO THE FINISH COATING IS COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY, ROYAL WILL PROVIDE REPLACEMENT COATING AND ROYAL’S MAXIMUM LIABILITY FOR COATING LABOR SHALL NOT EXCEED $1 PER SQUARE FOOT, PRORATED.

KYNAR AQUATEC® PRORATION SCHEDULE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUMBER OF YEARS AFTER INSTALLATION</th>
<th>COVERED ON A PRORATED BASIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UP TO 2</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-20</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-25</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THIS WARRANTY IS MADE EXCLUSIVELY AND SPECIFICALLY TO THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER OF THE CELECT CELLULAR EXTERIORS BY ROYAL® PRODUCTS BEARING THE KYNAR AQUATEC® FINISH COATING. IT IS ALSO PROVIDED TO A PERSON WHO PURCHASES DIRECTLY FROM THE BUILDER (WHO PURCHASED CELECT CELLULAR EXTERIORS BY ROYAL® PRODUCTS BEARING THE KYNAR AQUATEC® FINISH COATING) A NEWLY CONSTRUCTED RESIDENCE ON WHICH CELECT CELLULAR EXTERIORS BY ROYAL® PRODUCTS BEARING THE KYNAR AQUATEC® FINISH COATING ARE INSTALLED.

HAIL COVERAGE:
HAIL DAMAGE IS EXCLUDED FROM WARRANTY COVERAGE. ANY HAIL DAMAGE TO YOUR ROYAL PRODUCT(S) SHOULD BE CLAIMED AGAINST ANY APPLICABLE HOMEOWNER’S INSURANCE. NEVERTHELESS, IF HAIL DAMAGE IS NOT COVERED BY APPLICABLE HOMEOWNER’S INSURANCE IT CAN BE CLAIMED UPON APPLICATION FOR WARRANTY COVERAGE AND THE PAYMENT OF $50 (FIFTY US DOLLARS) FOR WARRANTY SERVICING. THIS HAIL COVERAGE SHALL ONLY COVER REPLACEMENT MATERIAL COSTS AND NEVER ANY LABOR TO REPLACE DAMAGED PIECES OF PRODUCT. PROOF OF INSURANCE REQUIRED.

THIS WARRANTY IS GIVEN IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, LIABILITIES OR OBLIGATIONS OF ROYAL, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, EXCEPT THAT THE DURATION OF ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE LIMITED IN TIME TO THE DURATION OF THIS WARRANTY. ROYAL SHALL IN NO EVENT BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL OR SPECIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND. YOUR EXCLUSIVE REMEDY SHALL BE ENFORCEMENT OF THIS WARRANTY UPON THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS HEREIN CONTAINED. NO REPRESENTATIVE OF ROYAL OR ITS DISTRIBUTORS OR DEALERS IS AUTHORIZED TO MAKE ANY CHANGE OR MODIFICATION TO THIS WARRANTY.

SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED WARRANTY LASTS, SO THE FOREGOING LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

LIMITATIONS:
ROYAL’S WARRANTIES COVER ONLY THE MANUFACTURING DEFECTS IDENTIFIED ABOVE AND DO NOT PROVIDE PROTECTION AGAINST ANY DAMAGE CAUSED BY OTHER FACTORS INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO:

- NORMAL WEATHERING (AS DEFINED BELOW)
- UNEVEN EXPOSURE TO SUNLIGHT
- MISUSE OR NEGLIGENCE
- FAILURE TO PROVIDE REASONABLE MAINTENANCE TO PREVENT ACCUMULATION OF DIRT, MILDEW, STAINING MATERIALS, POLLUTION, EXPOSURE TO CHEMICAL PRODUCTS OR INCOMPATIBLE CLEANERS
- ALTERATIONS LIKE APPLYING INCOMPATIBLE COATINGS, STAINS OR VARNISHES (SEE TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR COMPATIBLE COATINGS IF ANY)
- IMPROPER HANDLING OR STORAGE
• DEFECTS IN THE WALL STRUCTURE (MATERIALS OR CONSTRUCTION) ON WHICH ROYAL’S PRODUCTS ARE INSTALLED WHICH CAUSE FAILURE, SUCH AS MOVEMENT, CRACKING OR SETTLING OF THE WALL, FOUNDATION OR BUILDING

• DEFORMATION CAUSED BY HIGH HEAT SOURCES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO GRILLS, FIRE PITS, FOIL SHeATING, LOW E-GLASS WINDOWS AND LOW E-GLASS DOORS.

• DAMAGE CAUSED BY ANIMALS OR INSECTS

• IMPACT OF FOREIGN OBJECTS, HAIL, LIGHTNING, FIRE, HURRICANE, TORNADOES, OR OTHER ACTS OF GOD

• VANDALISM, INTENTIONAL DAMAGE, RIOT OR INSURRECTION

NORMAL WEATHERING IS DEFINED AS EVEN EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET SUNLIGHT AND EXTREMES OF WEATHER AND ATMOSPHERE WHICH WILL CAUSE ANY COLORED OR PAINTED SURFACE TO FADE, DARKEN, CHALK OR ACQUIRE A SURFACE ACCUMULATION OF DIRT OR STAINS. THE SEVERITY OF THESE CONDITIONS DEPENDS ON AIR QUALITY, THE GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION OF THE PROPERTY AND OTHER LOCAL CONDITIONS OVER WHICH ROYAL HAS NO CONTROL. ROYAL SHALL DETERMINE WHETHER THE SIDING IS SUFFERING FROM NORMAL WEATHERING (WHICH IS NOT COVERED BY WARRANTY). PRODUCT IS WEATHERING ABNORMALLY IF IT EVIDENCES A CHANGE IN COLOR OF MORE THAN THE REQUISITE HUNTER UNITS AS CALCULATED ACCORDING TO ASTM D2244, AS OUTLINED IN THE CHART HEREIN. PRODUCT(S) MUST HAVE BEEN EXPOSED TO THE SAME WEATHERING CONDITIONS AND NOT PARTIALLY COVERED BY OTHER MATERIALS SUCH AS SHUTTERS, AWNINGS, PORTICOS, OR OTHER MATERIALS.

UNEVEN EXPOSURE TO SUNLIGHT IS NOT COVERED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS WARRANTY.

WARRANTY CLAIMS PROCESS:
THE CLAIMANT SHALL PROVIDE A WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF THE CLAIMED MANUFACTURING DEFECT TOGETHER WITH ORIGINAL PROOF OF PURCHASE WITHIN 30 DAYS OF NOTICING THE DEFECT TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS:
ROYAL BUILDING PRODUCTS
91 ROYAL GROUP CRESCENT
WOODBRIDGE, ONTARIO
CANADA L4H 1X9

FOR INQUIRIES AND CLAIM SUBMISSIONS, PLEASE VISIT WWW.CELECTWARRANTY.COM.

THE CLAIMANT MUST PROVIDE DATE OF INSTALLATION AND PROOF OF PROPERTY OWNERSHIP. THE CLAIMANT MAY BE REQUIRED TO SUBMIT A SAMPLE OF THE DEFECTIVE MATERIALS FOR ANALYSIS. THIS SAMPLE MAY NEED TO BE REMOVED FROM THE PROPERTY AT THE PROPERTY OWNER’S EXPENSE. ROYAL WILL ANALYZE THE MATERIAL CLAIMED TO BE DEFECTIVE AND DETERMINE THE VALIDITY OF THE CLAIM.

USE AND CARE:
YOUR ROYAL PRODUCT IS A LOW MAINTENANCE PRODUCT. PLEASE REFER TO OUR USE AND CARE BROCHURE FOR THE BEST WAY TO KEEP YOUR ROYAL PRODUCT LOOKING GREAT.

THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM STATE TO STATE.
Our goal: to bring more products, more styles, more technology, more design insight and more sustainable solutions to the attention of everyone who cares about creating the best exterior possible. Build Royal™

SIDING • DECKING • TRIM & MOULDINGS • SHUTTERS, MOUNTS & VENTS
SOFFITS • ACCESSORIES • RAINWARE

Side exquisitely with Royal® Building Products.

RoyalBuildingProducts.com/Celect
1.855.ROYAL85

For product warranty details, please visit CelectWarranty.com
© 2019 Royal Building Products